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AMA getting ahead of the game with multi-source video 

 
Rennes, France – January 2nd, 2020 – AMA, the market leader in remote support solutions, announced 

today the launch of StreamSwitch to connect multiple video sources to its XpertEye solution. This solution 

will make it much easier for customers to make informed decisions based on actionable insights provided by 

different video streams. 

 

In today’s collaborative work environment, the ability to connect multiple A/V sources to a mobile display can 

be crucial. With StreamSwitch, AMA is able to connect any kind of video source (microscope, endoscope, 

thermal camera, UV/IR camera, etc.) to its AMA XpertEye smartphone and soon to any Android compatible 

device. 

 

“Both industrial and medical organizations will significantly benefit from this pioneering plug & play solution 

since it offers the most effective and efficient way on the market to leverage video input from any device, 

even in the most bandwidth-constrained environments,” comments Guillaume Campion, VP Products and 

Partnerships at AMA. 

 

AMA will be showcasing StreamSwitch at #CES2020 booth 45846, Sands, Hall A, Level 2. 

 

 

About AMA 

With over 5 years of proven experience in remote assistance solutions, AMA is helping medical and industrial 

organizations of all sizes accelerate their smart workplace transformation. Our market-leading XpertEye Assisted Reality 

platform has been deployed in more than 80 countries, addressing a wide range of applications like remote diagnostics, 

inspection, scheduling and workflow management. These unequaled remote interactive collaboration solutions 

empower our customers to improve productivity, speed up resolution time, and maximize uptime. Our presence 

worldwide – with offices in France, Germany, Romania, UK, USA, and China - allows us to work in every time zone and 

reach our customers wherever they are. amaxperteye.com 
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